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Introduction

 Recently, the investigation and analysis of code clones has attracted 

considerable attention from the software engineering research community

 Researchers have presented evidence that code clones have both positive 

and negative consequences for maintenance activities 

 It is not possible to eliminate certain clone classes from a software system 

to minimize their potential threats

 The identification and management of software clones, and the evaluation 

of their impact has become an essential part of software maintenance

 Knowing the evolution of clones throughout a system’s history is important 

for properly comprehending and managing its clones 



Introduction

 There are mainly three types of code clones: 

| Type-1 clones are identical code fragments but may have some 

variations in whitespace, layout and comments.

| Type-2 clones are syntactically equivalent fragments with some 

variations in identifiers, literals, types, whitespace, layout and 

comments.

| Type-3 clones could include all the changes of Type-1/Type-2 clones 

with further modifications such as changed, added or removed 

statements. 

 Type-2 and Type-3 clones are often referred together as near-miss 

clones



Introduction

 Conduct an exploratory study on the evolution of Type-3 clones to 

understand their maintenance implications in more detail

 Separated all the three types of clones, and analyzed their evolution 

independently for different subject systems at 

| a different level of granularity

| a different clone detection tool 

| genealogy extractor

 Compared the results of Type-3 clones with that of Type-1 and Type-2 

clones to understand the unique behavior of Type-3 clones



Introduction

 The following research questions are defined to be specifically answered:

| RQ1: What is the lifetime of Type-3 clone classes compared to Type-1 and Type-2?

| RQ2: Do Type-3 clone classes change more frequently than Type-1 and Type-2?

| RQ3: Do Type-3 clone classes exhibit similar change patterns to those of Type-1 and Type-

2?

| RQ4: Do Type-1 or Type-2 clone classes become Type-3 clone classes during evolution or 

vice versa?

| RQ5: What are the frequent syntactic changes to Type-3 clone classes during evolution? 

Do those changes also happened in Type-1 and Type-2? Is there any syntactic change that 

happens more consistently than others?



Contributions

 Extend gCad, a near-miss clone genealogy extractor

 Present empirical data on the evolution of Type-3 clones

 Investigate the relationships between change patterns of 

different types of clones and their syntactical changes

 Suggest several approaches to deal with Type-3 clones that 

would be helpful to design a clone manage system



Terminology 

 Clone Genealogy:

| Describes the evolution history of a clone class during a given period 

 Consistent Change (CC):

| All clone fragments in the same clone class have been changed similarly

 Inconsistent Change (IC):

| All clone fragments in the same class have not been changed consistently

 Static Genealogy (SG): 

| Clone fragments are propagated through subsequent releases without any textual change

 Consistently Changed Genealogy (CCG): 

| Genealogy contains at least one consistent change pattern and does not contain any 

inconsistent change patterns



Terminology

 Inconsistently Changed Genealogy (ICG):

| Genealogy contains any inconsistent change pattern

 Alive Genealogies (AG):

| Clone class is still evolving and thus exist in the final version.

 Dead Genealogies (DG): 

| Clone class disappears before reaching the final version.

 Lifetime of a clone class: 

| Represents how long the clone class exists in the associated system



Terminology



Extending gCad

 gCad is an automatic framework for extracting and classifying near-miss clone 

genealogies

 gCad can identify six types of clone genealogies: same, add, delete, static, 

consistently, and inconsistently changed genealogies

 Extend gCad by introducing two modes of operations called: Liberal Mode and Strict 

Mode 

 Liberal Mode: 

| They ignore changes that occur in the gaps of each clone pair in the same clone class.

| a change will be identified as inconsistent change only when similar lines of any clone pair in 

the same clone class change differently with respect to one another.

 Strict Mode:

| They do not consider the gaps as a special case. 

| If the changes to the clone fragments in the same class are not the same, it will be considered 

an inconsistent change.



Extending gCad
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Study Setup

 Subject Systems

| Studied six open source software systems for the case study

| Selected to those which have a long development history

| Ensured that multiple developers contributed to these systems

| The size of the systems varies from approximately 15K to 203K lines of code. 

Because they want to conduct manual analysis both on the detected clones



Study Setup

 Level of Granularity

| The choice of interval length between two consecutive versions to study plays a 

key role in the result.

| It is often believed that a commit/revision is not a logical unit of change. 

 Clone Detection

| The setting NiCad for detecting clones. 



Study Setup

 Genealogy Extraction

| Used gCad to automatically extract and classify clone genealogies. 

| In order to get more accurate results, the process of extraction and classification of 

genealogies is performed by gCad in two steps.

1. In the first step

1. gCad classifies all the clone classes

2. maps the clone classes and classifies their change patterns (Static or CC or IC) between 

each two consecutive versions.

3. All of the mapping information and change patterns of each clone class along with their 

types for each consecutive versions is stored in an XML file. 

2. In the second step,

1. gCad constructs genealogies by merging the results of each consecutive versions stored 

in the previous step

2. computes other relevant data such as frequency of changes, age of genealogies, and 

stores the results in another XML file.



Study Setup

 Procedure

| Capture all minor and major releases during the time period provided

| Run NiCad to detect clones in each of the releases

| Run gCad to extract and classify clone genealogies

| Review the clone genealogies manually to determine if they contain false 

positives. If so, they remove them from the study and update and store the 

changes.

| Rerun the second step of gCad to reconstruct the genealogies with the manually 

corrected results.



Study Setup

 Statistical Analysis

| To determine if there is a significant difference in the proportions of different 

clone evolution patterns for different types of clones (RQ3), the Chi-Square test 

is used

| Chi-Square test has two limitations.

• It cannot estimate the p-value well if any expected frequency is less than 

one

• more than 20% of the frequencies have values less than five. 

• Performed the Chi-Square test assuming a significance level of 95%.`



Results

 Report our study findings with respect to the five research 

questions defined in the Introduction

 Present the number of genealogies in each subject system 



Results

 RQ-1: What is the lifetime of Type-3 clone classes compared to 

Type-1 and Type-2?
| Calculated the mean lifetime separately for alive and dead genealogies



Results



Results

 RQ-2: Do Type-3 clone classes change more often than Type-1 and 

Type-2 clone classes?



Results

 RQ-3: Do Type-3 clone classes exhibit similar change patterns to 

that of Type-1 and Type-2 clone classes?



Results

 RQ-4: Do Type-1 or Type-2 clone classes become Type-3 clone 

classes during evolution or vice versa?



Results

 RQ-5: What are the frequent syntactic changes to Type-3 clone classes 

during evolution? Do those changes also happen in Type-1 and Type-2? Is 

there any syntactic change that happens more consistently than others?



Maintenance Implications

 Software clone management aims at identifying and avoiding clones, organizing and managing 

existing clones removing clones altogether to limit their negative impacts

 This study shows that many Type-3 clones are long lived and change more frequently than others

 Type-3 clones tend to change more inconsistently, the absolute number of consistently changed Type-

3 genealogies is higher than that of Type-1 and Type-2

 Compensative clone management approaches are more important for managing Type-3 clones

The following techniques would be useful to deal with the noisy data of Type-3 clones during evolution. 

 Machine Learning Technique: 

| Found some general patterns such as Type-3 clones tend to change more frequently

| All types of clones have a very similar lifespan

| Previous change patterns of clone classes and current syntactic changes could provide useful 

hints to predict which clones tend to change consistently or inconsistently. 

| Machine learning techniques may prove useful but that is an approach that needs to be carefully 

explored to determine its potential.



Maintenance Implications

 Incorporating Developers’ Feedback: 

| it may be possible to predict clone behavior using different machine learning techniques

| it is not easy to detect all different types of unintentional inconsistencies among the clone fragments 

because it depends very much on the semantics of the code

| Found many textually dissimilar lines between two clone fragments that are semantically equivalent. 

| Developer(s) who create or change the clone decide if the change is needed or not.

| A clone management system should be able to take developers’ feedback when it makes something 

wrong and use them appropriately to find relevant inconsistencies.

 Type-sensitive management: 

| Since different types of clones have different changing behavior, the clone type could be an 

important parameter to make better decisions.

| since finding interesting Type-3 clones relevant to maintenance is more challenging than that of 

Type-1 and Type-2, type-specific decision would be computationally effective.



Conclusion

 Presents some concrete data on the evolution of Type-3 clones in a very different settings

 Draws several broad conclusions about their change patterns, frequencies, type conversions, 

and lifetime. 

 Show that type-3 clones should be managed more carefully than Type-1 and Type-2 clones due 

to their more inconsistent nature. 

 Suggested several approaches and discussed them briefly to find more relevant clones for 

management than uninteresting ones. 

 Believe the insights into the evolution of Type-3 clones and recommendations to manage them 

would be helpful to design better clone management tools.



Quessions & Discussions

 What are the limitation of this study setup?

 Since The evolutionary data of this study vastly depend on the results of gCad, Do you 

think this could cause an error in their result?

 Could we generalize their findings to other open source projects or industrial projects?


